Permission to use published
materials in a dissertation/thesis
If a dissertation or thesis includes previously published materials (a whole manuscript,
selected figures or tables, long quotes of text), both attribution and copyright must be
considered and appropriately addressed.

A. Make sure the source of the material is correctly attributed in the text or figure
legend, whether it is copyrighted or not.
In many cases, the journal, book or web site will give an example of how they want the works to
be referenced. e.g “Reprinted from Smith et al, J. Biol. Chem. 288:1200-1230 (2015)”

B. Determine the copyright status of previously published materials you are using
Material in the public domain does not need permission. Short quotations are usually
considered “fair use” but most journals require you to seek permission to use any of their
published figures in your dissertation.
For an increasing number of open-access journals, the authors retain copyright. Check the
journal’s website.

C. Obtain permission to use published materials for which you do not hold the
copyright.
Most journals that retain copyright have a link to seek permission to re-use material on their
home page or on the publisher’s web site. Save all the emailed permissions and upload them
with your dissertation.
Take note of instructions in the permission letter on how to acknowledge the published material.
Typically something like “Reprinted from Smith et al, J. Biol. Chem. 288:1200-1230 (2015) with
permission”
If there is no “permissions” link on the website, then email a letter request to the
publisher, for example
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